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Logistics in school website:
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1337180

LOC (isotdaq2024-loc@lists.ustc.edu.cn): 
USTC physicists (particle physics 
experiments and physics electronics)

with support from
→ Physics Experiment Teaching 

Center for lab space and 
supplementary equipment

→ Office for International 
Cooperation for excursion event

→ Secretariat + group of volunteers



USTC: founded in 1958, elite research university in China,     
ranking ~ 100 worldwide

Located in Hefei,
a rising city for science and education
a “small” town moving to 10M population



USTC has a leading University group in particle & nuclear physics in China, 
and in R&D/application of particle detection and electronics

➔ hosts the China State Key Lab of Particle Detection and Electronics

Sketch of experiment involvements



Venue (1st Teaching Building)
- Lectures take place in Room 1302 on the 3rd floor
- Hand-on sessions will be in 

Room 1103 (Labs 1,4,8), 1117 (Labs 2,3,11) on the 1st floor
Room 1419 (Labs 5,6), 1423 (Labs 7,9), 1428 (Labs 10,12) and 1433 (Labs 13,14) on the 4th floor

- Coffee breaks are at middle hall of 3rd floor



WIFI
- Eduroam is available
- Lecture Hall has additional WIFI 

SSID: FTCF2024-2, Password: ustc2024

Shuttle Bus
- Between the school hotel (BWP) and USTC 
- Timetable under “Shuttle Bus” tab of website

Lab Plan (by COC)
- Uploaded in indico
- You can get the printed version during coffee breaks

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1337180/attachments/2753135/5044368/lab_plan_2024.pdf


Local Transportation
- If you stay in other hotels and/or want to explore the city
- Subway system
- Taxi/Bus/Walk (ask LOC/volunteers for information if needed)

Meals
- Buffet Lunch is covered by school (2nd floor Guest House)
- Dinner is self-arranged except for Reception (19th), 
Banquet Table Dinner (24th), and Excursion Dinner (23rd)

Evenings
- Free except for the abovementioned events
- Bar/restaurant streets close to BWP hotel
- Optional university activities possible (TBD)



Excursion on Sunday
- Supported by USTC Office for International Cooperation
- A full program covering visits to museum, sight-seeing, and visits to 

Anhui University for Chinese Medicine 

Other reminders
- Raining session starts in Hefei (good to bring umbrella)
- Pay attention to traffic (in particular scooters) if 
exploring the city by walking
- Tap water usually not drinkable in China, so go for 
bottled water or hot water after boiling

Labs and Lectures Evaluation (by COC)
- Important for feedback (LINK)

https://limesurvey.web.cern.ch/153779?lang=en


We wish all of you a nice stay in 
Hefei and a fruitful school experience!

Don’t hesitate to contact us during the school:
Either by approaching us at the venue, or by using the following contacts

Emily Dong (secretariat team): 
+86 13956926112，skype: cid.27a47a9dcef87250, 
donggongxiu@ustc.edu.cn 

Yusheng Wu (LOC):
+86 13866128031, wuyusheng@ustc.edu.cn

Qipeng Hu (LOC): 
+86 15256050637, skype: qipeng.hu, qipeng.hu@cern.ch 
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